Elastic effects of polymer coatings on surface acoustic waves.
Surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices are presently receiving careful scrutiny for applications in chemical sensing as well as in polymer characterization. Gas monitors based on SAW sensors have the potential for miniaturization and high sensitivity to a wide variety of substances. Polymer characterization is applicable to such diverse fields as protective coating design and decontamination of polymers. To better understand the physical mechanisms behind SAW response, the effects of the elastic properties in comparison to the mass loading of polymer coatings on SAW substrates were investigated. A theoretical basis for the effects of vapor-induced swelling or of thermal expansion was established. Compressive tension and its effect on SAW frequencies were found to be simple to describe, if there is no film slippage or polymer flow. The response of quartz substrate SAW crystals coated with polycarbonate and polyimide (glassy polymers) upon exposure to toluene and methanol was measured. Practical problems as to film uniformity, thickness measurement, and environmental control necessary in such measurements are described. Contrary to recent reports in the literature, no significant elastic tightening effect was observed with these vapor/polymer pairs.